
On the popularity of parents seeking mindfulness and how the Calm app has helped them… 
 
Christi-an Slomka, Calm's Community Manager: From our community, we've heard from several
parents using Calm. They love it because it's helpful for busy families. Sleep Stories are perfect for
kids and grown-ups alike to settle the mind and rest the body (without looking at a screen). Many
people claim Sleep Stories are magic.  
 
Parents can also use Calm's music tracks, meditations and breathing exercises to ease the
stress of parenting whether they have a minute or 10 minutes to spare. We hear stories of
parents meditating on their commute*, right before they start work, or even in the bathroom! And, we
designed Calm Kids to help young people build empathy, regulate their emotions, and to improve
their ability to focus.  
 
(* They have a Commuting series that’s ideal if you’re taking the train/bus to work. If you’re driving,
of course, you can’t be closing your eyes!) 
 
On why exhausted and busy parents should still make a priority of practicing mindfulness
when they might rather get an errand done or take a nap…  
 
The most powerful thing about mindfulness is that it is restorative, so the 10 minutes that you spend
being mindful relaxes and resets the nervous system in a way that feels both rejuvenating and
energizing rather than draining. Taking time to check in with yourself and listen to your body,
mind and heart is one of the best ways to take care of yourself. It allows you to re-center, be in
the present moment and better understand and honor your own needs. It's from this place of clear
perspective that we can make choices (big and small) that better serve the whole family. After all, a
parent who takes a little time out to take care of themselves has more to offer their children. 

New parents need to ease anxiety, stress, and a lack of focus. Mindfulness can be a
big part of that. One app stands out in making that happen.
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On what sessions are good for new parents…  
 
All of them! The Daily Calm to develop a sustainable meditation practice. Sleep Stories to
settle the mind before bed. The Breathe Bubble for an instant reset!  
 
On the rising popularity of mindfulness and meditation (Calm was one of Apple’s app
of the year in 2017) as a go-to answer to de-stress/detox/de-everything… 

In the age of distraction, it is becoming
more and more important to build
awareness around how technology
affects us; we want to use our
technology, not be used by it.  
 
Meditation empowers us to spend
nourishing time in the present moment
and take good care of ourselves so that
we can respond to our lives with energy
and enthusiasm.  
 
Calm's offerings enable a calm/mindful
lifestyle no matter what a person is doing
in the time they have, allowing them to
access a moment of Calm from their
pocket at all times. 

How Calm's Mindfulness App 
Can Help New Parents

Download the app at
Calm.com. 
Try their free Breathe Bubble
by clicking the image!

https://twitter.com/calm/status/1042887207231606785?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw

